BELL CANADA BULLETIN
TO:

November 7, 2017

ALL LOCALS WITH FORMER BELL ALIANT CRAFT MEMBERS

Greetings,
T he Arbitration for the 3 National Policy Grievances stemming from the 2015
Integration of the Bell Aliant Craft & Services Members into Bell Canada took
place on Thursday, October 26, 2017 in Ottawa.
As you may recall, the grievances dealt with mainly two issues. Firstly, the
position assessment process that was supposed to happen in early 2016 was not
completed correctly and secondly, the step progression process agreed to by the
parties was not implemented. The third grievance referred to the Company going
ahead with the position assessment without addressing the outstanding grievance
with the Union before doing so.
During the course of the day on the 26th there were discussions held between the
parties trying to settle the issues. In the end, we have received an preliminary
award from the Arbitrator outlining the following:
1. The Company is to produce documentation including the job posting
templates / profiles discussed at bargaining and used to do the position
assessments in 2016.
2. The Company conceded the grievance on the position assessment and
acknowledgedthat“thereweredeficienciesintheprocessthatcouldhave
beendonebetter.” The Arbitrator has now ordered the parties to meet to
try and perform the position assessment as was contemplated at the time
of integration. If the process cannot be completed to the satisfaction of
either party then there will be further arbitration dates in May 2018.

3. Based on information provided by the Union on October 26th, the
Company is revisiting the issue of the step progression. If that issue is not
settled, it too, will be heard in front of the arbitrator in May 2018.

From comments made by employees affected by the above it seems that there is
a misunderstanding in the field as to what the grievances are about. The
grievances were never about automatically upgrading employees to Class 1. They
were about completing the position assessment following the agreed to process
with all the necessary documentation to do that and about having the company
fulfill their commitment on the step progression that was agreed to with the
union and outlined in a company bulletin.
From this point forward the Union will be working to start discussions with the
Company on fulfilling the arbitrator’sorder.Aswehavemoreinformation,further
updates will be sent to the locals.
A copy of the Preliminary Award of the arbitrator is attached.
In Solidarity,

Maureen Dawson

Alain Portelance

National Representative

National Representative

